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Linking and learning for real-world data
Rosette® Entity Resolver (RES) reveals meaningful information in your text.
It connects the words that represent real-world things to one another and to
entities in an entity database like Wikipedia, both within and across documents.
Good quality entity resolution means dealing with three key problems: variety,
where one thing can have many names; ambiguity, where many things can have
very similar if not exactly the same name, and ghosts, where some collection of
names identify a previously unknown real-world thing.
RES enriches your text with high, quality metadata, enabling you to perform
intuitive, entity-centric search and discovery. With it you can power
notification applications designed to detect and track new people in text
streams. It provides excellent raw material for building the custom knowledge
graphs at the heart of many of today’s most innovative applications.
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- Standard training from 2.5M Wikipedia entities
- “Learning” Mode: Identifies previously unknown
entities (“ghosts”) and learns new aliases from
text as it processes
- “Linking” Mode: Rapidly links only known entities
- Custom entity database training
- Fast and scalable
- Industrial-strength support
- Flexible and customizable
- Java
- Unix, Linux, Mac, or Windows

EXAMPLES:

Tamerlan Tsarnaev

Apple

Paris

Tamerlin Tsarnaev (TheAtlantic.com)
—or—
Tamerlane Tsarnaevy (Mir24.net)

Apple Corps Ltd. (Music)
—or—
Apple Inc. (Technology)

Paris, Texas (33°39 N, 95°32 W)
—or—
Paris, France (48°51 N 2°21 E)

Start using RES
Try our free product evaluation
www.basistech.com
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Name Translator
KENNEBUNKPORT, Maine — Three
generations of an American political
dynasty went fishing off the Maine coast.

RCA

ROSETTE
The family set out together in the morning

Categorizer

RBL

Base Linguistics
Search

Un estadounidense
quenew
aprendió
a saltar en paracaídas
on their
powerboat,
built by

Penobscot Boat Builders.

poner en práctica su habilidad a los 90 años de edad. Lester
Slate saltó este
domingo
el estado
Maine
acompañado
On
boardenwere
thedefirst
President
Bush;

REX
Sentiment Analyzer
the second President Bush
ROSETTE

de un guía paracaidista. A pesar de haber volado en

numerosas ocasiones, según la prensa local, este veterano de

and his niece, Noelle Bush.

la marina estadounidense nunca se había lanzado en
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Tag names of people,
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organizations
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Learn about New Entities

paracaídas. Slate señaló que se sintió inspirado por el

Unknown Person

expresidente de Estados Unidos Goerge H.W. Bush, quien

Noelle Bush

realizó un salto con motivo de su 85 cumpleaños en 2009.

ID: BD239852

Tras pisar tierra, el nonagenario dijo que esperaba poder
repetir en su 95 y 100 cumpleaños.

RBL

ROSETT

Lang

ROSETT

Base

43rd U.S. President
ID: USPRES43
DOB: July 6, 1946

durante la Segunda Guerra Mundial cumplió su sueño de

RSA

Link to Known Entities

ROSETTE
FISHING NEWS

RLI

Confidence measures are essential for
effective use of statistically based systems.
George H. W. Bush
RES can be configured to deliver confidence
Translated Names
41st U.S. President
measures with each of its clustering and
ID: USPRES41
DOB: June 12, 1924
linking decisions, allowing developers to use
the RES
output intelligently.
George
W. Bush
many
languages
with high
accuracy

Identify languages and encodings

RES

Entity Resolver

RES

Unknown Organization

Penobscot Boat Builders

Make real-world
ID: TF354723 connections in your data
API
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Rosette Entity Resolver can be run in one of two modes:

RNI

Linking
In linking mode, RES will link the names of
people, places and organizations in the text
to entities in the entity database.

Under the hood

RNT

RCA
RSA

Name Translator

RCA

Sentiment Analyzer

resolution accuracy.

Detect The Sentiments Of Your Text

In linking mode, RES fixes both the number of entities and the information within.

Requirements
Platform Support

RSA

EXAMPLE:
Basketball player Jeremy Lin is often
referred to as “Linsanity”.

Training allows developers to add the
“Linsanity” alias to the entry for Jeremy Lin.
The next time “Linsanity” is encountered, it
will be resolved appropriately.

Learning mode allows new entities to be created and new information to be added to
existing entities. As this system state grows, RES intelligently prunes the information to
maintain performance.

© 2015 Basis Technology Corporation. “Basis Technology
Corporation” , “Rosette”, and “Highlight” are registered trademarks
of Basis Technology Corporation. “Big Text Analytics” is a trademark
of Basis Technology Corporation. All other trademarks, service marks,
and logos used in this document are the property of their respective
owners. (2015-12-15-RES)

RNT

Categorizer

RES uses a machine-learned model to associate names and their contexts with collections of
information drawn from the entity databases with known entities.

Code Base

entity database or by providing an entirely
new entity database.

In learning mode, RES not only links names to
known entities, but also discovers new entities
mentioned in the text (often called “ghosts”),
What is training?
Translate foreign names into English
and remembers the new aliases and contexts
Training currently involves adding
it has found for all entities.
information about real-world entities to
the system such as names, aliases, related
For example, once “J. Doe” has been
entities, and example documents.
encountered
and linked Everything
to the “John Doe”
Categorize
In Sight
entity, future occurrences of “J. Doe” will be
A simple example is adding a new alias
matched with greater confidence.
to a Wikipedia-derived entity to improve

Anything that can’t be associated with an
existing entity will be ignored.
This mode is optimized for high scale and
stable throughput.

RES comes pre-trained to link to a
Name Indexer
Wikipedia-derived 2M+ entity database.
RNIRES
Match names between many variations
Learning
may be further trained by adding to this

Full Support Languages

Partial Support Languages

- Arabic

- Russian

- Persian (Dari)

- English

- Japanese

- Persian (Farsi)

- Spanish

- Korean

- Urdu

- Chinese

- Pashto
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One Alewife Center
Cambridge, MA
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2553 Dulles View Dr.
Suite 450
Herndon, VA
20171

1700 Montgomery St. Furzeground Way
San Francisco, CA
Middlesex UB11 1BD,
94111
UK

EUROPE

ASIA

9-6 Nibancho,
Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 102-0084,
Japan
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